This paper investigates the structure of two-dimensional Riemann problems for Hamilton-Jacobi equations. We show that it is possible for the viscosity solution to contain closed characteristic orbits, enclosing furthermore a periodic sonic structure, which in turn encloses a parabolic structure. The existence of such examples elucidates the di culties encountered in designing construction methods for viscosity solutions to Riemann problems in dimension 2. This investigation was prompted by the discovery of numerical evidence of examples displaying an even richer internal structure. Here we establishe the existence of Riemann problems with viscosity solutions of considerable complexity.
Introduction
The central equation in this paper is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
S(v) ? DS(v) v + H(DS(v)) = 0;
(1) with DS speci ed at in nity: (2) Here DS denotes the gradient of S : R 2 ! R, and the Hamiltonian H : R 2 ! R is a supposed known function of DS. Assuming only continuity of H, (1, 2) has a unique viscosity solution S (see 9] based on 4, 5, 14]), nevertheless the construction of the solution is rarely straightforward.
Exceptions occur when either H or data DS are convex, for which S is obtained from H and DS through the Legendre transform 3, 9] . The goal of this paper is to construct examples for which the viscosity solution S has a surprisingly complex structure.
Solutions of (1, 2) are closely related to solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation as an evolution model: the propagation of wavefronts, and the evolution of material interfaces as occurs under etching and deposition processes in chip manufacture 9, 10, 12, 24, 25] . Eqn. (3) is the integrated form of a conservation law for p = D z : D t p + D z H(p) = 0, and one expects discontinuities (e.g., shocks) to arise in the gradient of . Conservation laws generally su er from a lack of uniqueness of solutions, and the notion of viscosity solution guaranteeing uniqueness for Hamilton-Jacobi equations was introduced precisely for this reason.
A natural framework for understanding the evolution of singularities in solutions to (3) is to seek them in self-similar form: (z; t) = t S(z=t). With v = z=t, (1) is the reduced equation for S 3, 9] . We refer to the boundary condition at in nity, induced by the directional derivatives of (z; 0) at z = 0, as the Riemann data, the viscosity solution S as the Riemann solution, and (1, 2) as a Riemann problem.
The theory of Legendre transforms has its parallel in the construction of solutions to Eqn. (3):
closed forms for (z; t) in terms of H and the initial data. Such formulas were rst obtained for one spatial dimension 20] with convex H or initial data and later under similar hypotheses extended 2, 13, 18] . These ideas have been extended to certain non-convex cases 3]. Such results allow for the decomposition of an arbitrary function H as a sum of simpler ones and have led to Godunovtype algorithms for the numerical construction of viscosity solutions for Eqn. (3) 1, 19, 21] . Such algorithms yield then, in principle, numerical algorithms for the construction of solutions to the Riemann problem (1, 2) .
The front tracking 7, 8, 10, 12] approach to Eqn. (3) is opposite in spirit, as it uses knowledge of Riemann solutions to propagate singularities in the solution, and higher order methods for the propagation of the solution where it is smooth. Such algorithms are more e cient than regular solvers and there is considerable interest in constructing Riemann solutions and in understanding their structure. Although the local structure of Riemann solutions for Hamilton-Jacobi equations is well understood 9], a complete theory of their global structure and algorithms for their construction is lacking at the time of writing. It is hoped that the example studied here, by providing insight to the structure of solutions, will further this goal, as in the case of Riemann problems for the related two-dimensional conservation laws 17, 26, 28] . Characteristics for (1) are straight lines and the method of characteristics constructs the proper solution to (1, 2) near in nity where characteristic velocities point radially inward. Within a compact set, piecewise characteristic closed paths can form, along which the Cauchy problem fails to be hyperbolic. The existence of such cases was conjectured earlier and in this paper we provide the rst rigorous construction of this phenomenon. A shock is called sonic if characteristics are tangent to it. Sonic shocks can be characteristic, and thus straight lines, or non-characteristic, and thus curved. The main result of this paper is Thm. 1 below.
De nition 1 A sonic sequence is a sequence V i , i = 0; :::; N ? 1 of non-characteristic sonic shocks, such that all characteristics incident upon shock V i , i = 1; :::; N ?1 leave shock V i?1 tangentially. If all characteristics incident upon V 0 leave shock V N?1 tangentially then the sonic sequence is said to be periodic with period N. Theorem 1 There exist C 1 Hamiltonians and Riemann problems so that the associated Riemann solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1) possess a period 4 sonic sequence.
This theorem was motivated by a particular Riemann problem for which a numerical solution was found containing a period 4 sonic sequence 23, 22] . We remark that period 3 sonic sequences are trivial: a closed path of three characteristics lies on a straight line.
To prove Thm. 1 we construct S containing a period 4 sonic sequence ( Fig. 1) and from it derive H and data DS such that S is a Riemann solution. Characteristics form two closed paths, one joining points B i , the other joining points A i , and the shock segments between these points form the sonic sequence. The regions C i , R i , and P are the domains of plane waves, sonic rarefactions, and a parabolic wave, resp. (see below). The main di culty in the construction arises from a geometric constraint on continuity imposed by the periodicity: characteristic paths leaving a shock ultimately return to that shock.
In Sec. 2 we provide relevant background material. In Sec. 3 we give an example for which the Riemann solution contains a closed characteristic path. Sec. 4 describes the geometric structure of sonic rarefactions and in Sec. 5 we derive properties of sonic sequences required for the construction of periodic sonic sequences in Sec. 6. The proof of Thm. 1 is found in Sec. 7 where we simultaneously construct S; H and Riemann problems.
The author would like to thank F. Tangerman for suggesting this problem and his insights toward its resolution. Throughout the paper we exploit the symmetry of (1). With p = DS, (1) 
where v = (x; y). The boundary of the parabolic wave is an orbit of period 4.
Proof Where di erentiable, S satis es equation (1). On P, S is a ruled surface with two distinct rulings that coincide with four characteristic shocks V i from in nity which form an orbit bounding the parabolic wave. These shocks are also the boundaries of the plane waves, hence S is continuous. H is also a ruled surface and the chords of C^_(v) along the shocks lie on the graph H and hence the Ole nik condition is satis ed.
To prove Thm. 1 we replace the plane waves with sonic rarefactions tangential to the plane waves at the parabolic boundary.
Structure of Sonic Rarefactions
Sonic rarefactions occur when characteristics leave a shock V tangentially. Since characteristics are straight lines, a sonic rarefaction is a type of ruled surface, called the tangent surface of the curve V . Given a curve V with tangent surface described by a function S, we show that there exists a Hamiltonian H such that (1) v(t) n = 0 for some t 2 I. If the signs of k_ v(t) v(t)k and k_ v(t) nk agree, the normal is inward pointing; otherwise, the normal is outward pointing.
We now describe the tangent surface to a curve, see 
Proof Write (t; s) = (!(t; s); S(t; s)) where !(t; s) = v(t) ? s _ v(t) and S(t; s) = S(t) ? s _ S(t). By the chain rule DS(!(t; s)) = DS(t; s)(D!(t; s)) ?1 : Evaluating this we obtain (6) , and since this is independent of s, the gradient is constant along characteristics.
Suppose V (t) = V ( (t)), then p(t) = p( (t)), and thus (6) is well-de ned for equivalence classes of parameterized curves. If V is C 1 then p is C 1 and hence S is C 1 for s 6 = 0. For s = 0, i.e., along v, the (s; t)-coordinate system is singular and there S is usually only C (1) with Hamiltonian H. Proof Let z be on the characteristic at v(t). Then S(z) = S(v(t)) + p(t) (z ? v(t)). Writing z = v(t)+(z?v(t)), the left-hand side of (1) 
Sequences of Sonic Rarefactions
If V 1 is a curve embedded in the tangent surface of a curve V 0 , we can form a sequence of two tangent surfaces by truncating characteristics from V 0 along V 1 . Generalizing this idea, we can form sequences of arbitrary length and here we derive properties of such sequences.
For i = 0; 1; 2; 3 let S i be the tangent surfaces of curves V i = (v i ; S i ), such that characteristics tangent to V i form an orientation-preserving di eomorphism from V i to V i+1 (here V 3+1 = V 0 ), see Fig. 4 . Truncate characteristics from V i at points on V i+1 ; the domain of the resulting S i has v i and v i+1 in its boundary and is denoted by R i . If the interiors of the domains R i and R j , with i 6 = j, are disjoint, the function S given by S(v) = S i (v), v 2 R i is called a periodic structure. We assume that the domain of the periodic structure is a topological annulus embedded in the plane and that the boundary curves of the annulus are orbits of the characteristic ow.
A periodic structure satisfying (1) for some H is a sonic sequence. However, a period 4 sonic sequence need not be a periodic structure: characteristics in a periodic sonic sequence can escape. The numerical solution 23, 22] motivating Thm. 1 contains such a sequence, joining a periodic structure to a parabolic wave.
De nition 10 Let ? i ; ? j : I ! R n , i 6 = j be curves. By a common parameterization we mean that ? i (t) and ? j (t) are joined by a characteristic path for each t 2 I. Proposition 6 Let S i and S i+1 be tangent surfaces of curves V i ; V i+1 : I ! R Proposition 7 Let S i ; S i+1 ; S i+2 be tangent surfaces of curves V i ; V i+1 ; V i+2 : I ! R 2 R with common parameterization. Suppose S i (v i+1 (t)) = S i+1 (v i+1 (t)) and S i+1 (v i+2 (t)) = S i+2 (v i+2 (t)), t 2 I, then p i+1 (t) (v i+2 (t) ? v i+1 (t)) = p i (t) (v i+2 (t) ? v i+1 (t));
S i+2 (t) ? S i (t) = p i (t) (v i+2 (t) ? v i (t)):
Proof Since S i and S i+1 join continuously along V i+1 , by Prop. 6 we have (p i+1 (t) ? p i (t)) _ v i+1 (t)=0, so that (7) holds. Since S i+1 and S i+2 join continuously along V i+2 we have S i+1 (v i+2 (t)) = S i+2 (t) so that by (7) Proof Applying Prop. 7 to V 0 (t); V 1 (t); V 2 (t) and V 2 (t), V 3 (t); V 0 ( (t)) yields S 2 (t) ? S 0 (t) = p 0 (t) (v 2 (t) ? v 0 (t)) and S 0 ( (t)) ? S 2 (t) = p 2 (t) (v 0 ( (t)) ? v 2 (t)). Taking derivatives and using
Since v i is convex by assumption, _ v i (t) 6 = 0, and Prop. 3(a) implies that _ p i (t) has the form N i (t) _ v i (t). The coe cients N 0 (t) and N 2 (t) are found from (12) and (13) resp., and yield (10, 11) .
If (t) t, equations (10, 11) are known as a delay system with bounded delay and have properties similar to ordinary di erential equations 6, 11] . If the denominators are nonzero, the system (10, 11) is globally Lipschitz in p i (t) and by the methods of Chapters 25 and 26 of 6] and Chapter 2 of 11], has a unique solution on I which is a C 2 function of initial conditions, parameters and t. Suppose v 0 (t) = v 0 ( (t)) (inducing v 2 (t) = v 2 ( (t))), then p 0 ; p 2 satisfy p i (t) = p i ( (t)), i = 0; 2, and (10, 11) is well-de ned for equivalence classes of parameterized curves.
The Periodic Structure
We rst construct dual pairs for i = 0; 2 and from these derive dual pairs for i = 1; 3 completing the periodic structure S. The dual pairs generate a dual periodic structure O representing chords of super-and subderivatives of S.
Construction of Dual Pairs
Let fa i g and f i g be square dual quadrilaterals centered at the origin and de ne vectors e i = a i ? a i+1 and sectors U i = has direction f i . From (10) we obtain (v 2 (t) ? v 0 (t)) _ p 0 (t) = (p 2 (t) ? p 0 (t)) _ v 2 (t). Subtracting p 0 (t) _ v 0 (t) = _ S 0 (t) from both sides yields D t (v 2 (t) ? v 0 (t)) p 0 (t)] = D t S 2 (t) ? S 0 (t)]: Integrating from 0 to t gives (14) . A similar argument establishes (15) .
In Prop. 10 we show that the curves p i are regular and in i + i . To do this we introduce the return map : I ! I, 2 I de ned by (t) = (1 ? )t + (t) which interpolates between and the identity (for which all characteristic paths form orbits). Since (t) t, Prop. 9 holds with in place of ; we denote the solutions as p i (t; ) noting that they are continuous functions of .
Proposition 10
The curves p i resulting from Prop. 9 are regular. p i is in i + i , i = 0; 2. Proof Denote the now -dependent coe cients of (10) and (11) by N 0 (t; ) and N 2 (t; ), resp. It su ces to show that the numerators (p 2 (t; )?p 0 (t; )) _ v 2 (t) in N 0 , and (p 2 (t; )?p 0 ( (t); )) _ v 0 (t) in N 2 , are nonzero on I I. We de ne the curves q 0 (t; ) = p 2 (t; ) ? p 0 (t; ) q 2 (t; ) = p 2 (t; ) ? p 0 ( (t); ); and show that q i (t; ) 2 1 on I I, i = 0; 2. This proves that N i (t; ) 6 = 0 since by A2, _ v i (t) 2 U i , and U i is equal to either 1 or 3 .
Since 0 (t) = t, q 0 (t; 0) = q 2 (t; 0) =: q(t) and we de ne Q = Figure 6 : This gure pertains to the proof of Prop. 10. Q is the sector generated by q. The curves q i are in Q and in 2 ? 0 + 2 , hence in their intersection, denoted e Q.
see Fig. 6 . Subtracting (10) from (11) and _ v 2 (t) 2 U 2 for t 2 I, and since 1 is equal to either U 0 or U 2 , the assumption 2 J, i.e., q i (t; ) 2 1 , implies that the numerators in N 0 and N 2 are nonzero and of constant but opposite sign for t 2 I. By Lem. 1, v 0 is in the inside of v 2 and vice-versa, hence the denominators are also of constant but opposite sign, and therefore the coe cients N i (t; ) are nonzero and agree in sign on I. By Prop. 
Since p i is regular by Prop. 10, N i (t) 6 = 0, and since v i is convex the right-hand side is nonzero. Thus p i is convex and (v i ; p i ) are dual pairs.
Proposition 11 p i (t) is in i+1 + i?1 , i = 0; 2. p 2 is in the inside of p 0 and vice-versa. Proof Suppose the proposition were false, and consider p 2 . Since p 2 (t) 2 2 + 2 by Prop. 10, there would then exist t 2 I such that p 2 (t) 2 3 + 2 . Prop. 10 also shows that p 0 (t) 2 3 + 0 , hence p 2 (t) ? p 0 (t) 2 2 . But this contradicts that p 2 (t) ? p 0 (t) = q 2 (t; 1) 2 1 , as shown in the proof of Prop. 10. Thus p 2 (t) 2 3 + 1 , and is therefore in the inside of p 0 . A similar argument for p 0 establishes the proposition.
Remark The assumption (t) t corresponds to characteristic paths that \spiral inward". The above construction has a natural dual for the case (t) t, i.e., characteristic paths \spiral outward". Namely, we specify curves p 0 ; p 2 in place of v 0 ; v 2 , and derive a system dual to (10, 11) for which v 0 ; v 2 are unknowns, and for which _ v 2 (t) depends upon v 0 ( ?1 (t)). Since ?1 (t) t, the dual system is a delay system and the method employed above is valid (interchanging v and p).
Completion of Periodic Structure
We now construct dual pairs (v 1 ; p 1 ) and (v 3 ; p 3 ) which complete the periodic structure. We rst obtain v 1 and v 3 as the solutions to di erential equations, and then curves V 1 = (v 1 ; S 1 ) and V 3 = (v 3 ; S 3 ) by setting S 1 (t) = S 0 (v 1 (t)) and S 3 (t) = S 2 (v 3 (t)).
In the v-plane, the periodic structure is captured by the diagram v 0 (t) ! v 1 (t) ! v 2 (t) ! v 3 (t) ! v 0 ( (t)): Since we are looking for sonic curves:
v 2 (t) ? v 1 (t) = ?l 1 (t) _ v 1 (t) (18) v 3 (t) ? v 2 (t) = ?l 2 (t) _ v 2 (t) (19) v 0 ( (t)) ? v 3 (t) = ?l 3 (t) _ v 3 (t); (20) where l i are positive scalar functions. From (17) we nd two expressions for l 0 (t), one directly, the other upon di erentiation: (21) From (18) we have _ v 1 (t) = ?(v 2 (t) ? v 1 (t))=l 1 (t) and inserting this to the right-hand expression for l 0 (t) in (21), and then using the left-hand expression, yields Associated with the dual pairs (v 0 ; p 0 ); (v 2 ; p 2 ) are curves V i = (v i ; S i ) and tangent surfaces S 0 ; S 2 , unique up to additive constants. Fix these such that S 2 (0) ? S 0 (0) = 0 (a 2 ? a 0 ). Since the functions l i are positive, v i is in the domain of S i?1 , and we de ne S 1 (t) = S 0 (v 1 (t)) and S 3 (t) = S 2 (v 3 (t)). The curves V 1 (t) := (v 1 (t); S 1 (t)) and V 3 (t) := (v 3 (t); S 3 (t)) generate unique rulings S 1 and S 3 . By Prop. 2 we obtain curves p 1 ; p 3 for the gradients DS 1 ; DS 3 . Proposition 14 S i?1 (v i (t)) = S i (v i (t)). Proof By construction the claim is true for i = 1; 3. Let i = 0, the case i = 2 is proved analogously. 
Proof of Main Theorem
We now construct a function S, Riemann data f i g, and a Hamiltonian H such that S is the Riemann solution to (1, 2) . Let fa i g; f i g be the dual quadrilaterals (Cor. 1) of the example of Sec. 3. By Sec. 6 we obtain a periodic structure composed of functions S i , and its dual periodic structure composed of functions H i , having inner orbit given by fa i g; f i g and outer orbit given by fb i g; f i g, see (28) and yields Riemann data f i g by letting v ! 1 in C i .
Let be the convex hull of f i g and de ne 0 to be the union of and the curves p i . Proposition 18 S is continuous, and at points of di erentiability satis es (1) 
Proof V i = (v i ; S(v i )) is a convex edge for i = 0; 2, and is a concave edge for i = 1; 3. Thus Proof At in nity, S has gradient matching the Riemann data. By Prop. 18, S is continuous and a solution of (1). On the curves v i , the Ole nik condition is satis ed by (30) and (31). On the boundary of P the one-sided gradients of S are the same as those in Prop. 1 and thus the Ole nik condition is satis ed for S.
Thus the periodic structure in S is a period 4 sonic sequence and this proves Thm. 1.
Concluding Remarks
We have shown that there exist C 1
Hamiltonians and Riemann data such that the corresponding Riemann problem has Riemann solution containing a period 4 sonic sequence. Our construction allows for return maps satisfying (t) t, corresponding to inward spiraling periodic structures, and (t) t, corresponding to outward spiraling structures. Although the periodic sequence inner orbit was speci ed by square dual quadrilaterals, examination of the principal equations shows that they are well-de ned for arbitrary dual quadrilaterals. Thus, by using the dual quadrilaterals of the outer orbit of one periodic sequence as the inner orbit of another, the restrictions (t) t and (t) t can be relaxed, resulting in solutions with richer interval dynamics. The C 1 Hamiltonian H used for the proof of Thm. 1 may be chosen to be C 1 at points other than the four gradients i corresponding to the inner orbit. At these points, a convex curve joins to a straight line and thus H fails to be C 2 . However, numerical work (discussed in REF) suggests that solutions containing periodic sonic sequences exist for real analytic Hamiltonians, and that to prove Thm. 1 for such Hamiltonians we should consider a complex interaction between sonic rarefactions and the parabolic wave in which the parabolic wave boundary is not a straight line and characteristics leave it tangentially.
